
Roundhouse 2-6-0
Tsunami Digital Sound Decoder Installation Notes 

Overview
This application note describes how to install 
a TSU-750 digital sound decoder into an HO 
Roundhouse 2-6-0.

Skill Level 1: The entire installation can be 
completed in less then an hour with no 
modification required to the model.

Bill of Materials
P.N. Description

826001 TSU-750 for Light Steam
810054 28mm (1”) Speaker
810119 28mm (1”) Speaker Gasket Kit
810037 Shrink Tube Assortment

Tools You Will Need
■ 25W Soldering Iron
■ Rosin Core Solder
■ Flux for Electronics
■ Wire Strippers
■ Wire Cutters
■ X-Acto Knife
■ Miniature Screwdriver Set
■ Kapton Tape
■ Heat Gun or Blow Dryer
■ Double-Sided Foam Tape
■ Silicone or Aquarium Sealant



Installation

1. Remove the two screws holding the tender 
trucks in place.  (Photo 1)

2. Remove the two longer screws on opposite 
corners of the speaker grille.  (Photo 2)

3. Lift the tender shell off.  Once the shell is 
removed, the PC board is loose inside, be careful 
not to pull any wires loose.  (Photo 3)

4. Unplug the 2-wire plug for the backup light and 
set the tender shell aside.  Lift the PC board up 
and move aside to gain access to the speaker 
mount in the tender fl oor.

5. Remove one side of the protective backing of 
the speaker gasket and apply to the speaker.  
Use the tip of an X-acto knife to help make this 
easy.  Be sure not to let the gasket stick to the 
speaker cone. 

6. Peel off the other side of the gasket’s protective 
cover, and place the speaker into the fl oor of 
the tender shell.  (Photo 4)

7. Solder the two purple wires from the 
TSU-750 to the speaker terminals.  Since only 
one speaker is being used, polarity is not 
important.

8. Replace the PC board back on its mounts.  
Because this is loose without the shell on, use 
a sparing amount of silicone to hold it in place. 
Tape in place with Kapton tape if desired.  Let it 
fully cure before moving on.  (Photo 5)
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13. Shorten the TSU-750 black wire to 2”.  Trim back 
the insulation 1/8” and tin the exposed end of 
the wire.   Resolder the black wire from the 
TSU-750 into the hole the previous black wire 
was in.  Using the diagram at the end of this 
document repeat for the other color wires one 
at a time to ensure they are being replaced 
properly.

14. After all wires are soldered to the PCB, reinstall 
the 2-wire plug from the tender shell and 
take the loco for a test run to ensure proper 
operation.  Place the locomotive on the 
mainline, select address 3, and run in both 
directions playing lights and sound.  Correct any 
problems now.

15. Tape down wires if needed.  Tape down the 
decoder with double-sided foam tape if needed. 
Carefully tuck all wires and the decoder in 
under the tender shell and replace on the frame.  
Reinstall the two screws to hold it in place.  
Reinstall the tender trucks and replace the two 
screws.  Test the trucks for free movement to be 
sure these are not over-tightened.

Enjoy running your model!

9. Start by carefully desoldering the outside two 
wires on the DCC-quick plug from the PCB.  The 
outside two solder holes will not be reused. 

10. Carefully desolder the PC board wires from left 
to right starting with the black wire.  Note the 
locations using the diagram located at the end 
of this document.  (Photo 6)

11. Now add the capacitor.  Trim the Tsunami’s blue 
wire to 2”.   Strip 1/8” insulation from the end.  
Take the cut piece and trim back the insulation 
1/8” from one end.  Twist the two ends of 
the blue wire together tightly and tin them 
together to form a ‘branch’.  Place these in the 
hole in the PCB for the blue wire and solder.

12. Take the other end of the blue wire and slide 
a 1/4” piece of 1/8” shrink tubing over the 
‘branch’, trim back the insulation 1/8” and solder 
to the positive lead of the capacitor.  Take the 
green and yellow wire and shorten to 2”.  Slide 
a 1/4” piece of 1/8” shrink tubing over the end, 
trim back the insulation 1/8” and solder to the 
negative lead of the capacitor.  Slide the tubing 
up over the connections and heat to insulate.  
(Figure 1)
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TM

New Dimensions in Digital Sound Technology

Programming Notes:
The headlight and backup light are LEDs.  To help give a more brilliant Dyno-light Hyperlight effect, set CV 49 and CV 50 to 193.

TSU-750 to Factory PCB Wiring Diagram:
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